TRANSPORT APPLICATION FORM
PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL DETAILS:
Full Name:

Telephone number:

Email address:

Mobile number:

Are you entitled to work in the UK? YES | NO

Date of Birth:

Current Residential Address:

Nationality:

Postcode:

Have you ever been known by another name? If YES please state below:

If you have been at your current residential address for less than 3 years please complete the previous address boxes (as required) below:
Previous Address (Before Current):

Previous Address:

Postcode:

Postcode:

Do you have your own transport? If YES please give details:

Please enter your National Insurance Number
CLEARLY in the boxes below:

Do you have any unspent criminal convictions? If YES please give details:

EMPLOYMENT DETAILS: (Most recent first)
Company Name:

Please state your salary in this position: £

Job Duties:

Reason for leaving:

Reference One Name/Number:

Dates Worked(To/From):

Company Name:

Please state your salary in this position: £

Job Duties:

Reason for leaving:

Reference One Name/Number:

Dates Worked(To/From):

Company Name:

Please state your salary in this position: £

Job Duties:

Reason for leaving:

Reference One Name/Number:

Dates Worked(To/From):

-

-

-

I ___________________________________ hereby authorise Kenect Recruitment for approaches to be made to former
employers, educational establishments, government agencies and personal referees for verification of the information provided.
Signature:

Print Name:

Date:

We require two references before you can commence work with Kenect Recruitment.
If you do not have these available from previous employment please give details of somebody that can issue you a character reference:

Character Reference:

OFFICE USE ONLY

Contact Number:

Added On To Flo

Checked By:

Please state below the companies you have worked for with any another agency in the last 6 months.
Please include as much contact information as possible for referencing (Please use the space on the back of your application if required).

Agency Name:

Company Name:

Managers Name:

Managers Contact Number:

Job Duties & Details:

Pay Details: £

Agency Name:

Company Name:

Managers Name:

Managers Contact Number:

Job Duties & Details:

Pay Details: £

Agency Name:

Company Name:

Managers Name:

Managers Contact Number:

Job Duties & Details:

Pay Details: £

Agency Name:

Company Name:

Managers Name:

Managers Contact Number:

Job Duties & Details:

Pay Details: £

JOB EXPECTATIONS / AVAILABILITY:
Position sought:

Are you available for temporary work? YES | NO

Geographical location of work required:

Notice Period:

Are you currently registered with any other agencies? YES | NO
If YES please give details
Have attended or arranged any other interviews? YES | NO
If YES please give details:
Hours preferred:

Shifts preferred:

Do you have your own safety boots? YES | NO

Do you have your own Hi-Vis vest? YES | NO

Please state if you have any other items or clothing for work use: (i.e. hard hat)
Salary / Hourly rate required as a minimum: £
Please use the space below to provide any further expectations or availability information which may help us with your application.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE:
To help us evaluate your driving application we require you to highlight any relevant skills you have had experience with in the past. Please
choose & select these skills from the list below.

LGV1/HGV1 (C+E)

Containers

Chains, Straps & Ratchets

LGV2/HGV2 (C)

Bulk

Roping & Sheeting

7.5 Tonne (C1)

Draw Bar

Splitter Gear Box

Van Driving (B, B1)

Flat Bed

Automatic Gear Box

Multi-Drop 5+

A-Frame & Demountable

Range Change Gear Box

Multi-Drop 10+

Shunting

Multi-Drop 20+

Tramping

If you have any knowledge or

Del Touch Screen Devices

Trunking

specified skills not mentioned, please

Tilts

Tramping/Nights Out

state these below:

Floating Deck Trailers

Supermarket Deliveries

Tippers

Drey Work

Tankers

Wagon & Drag

Low Loaders

International/European

Management

Petroleum

LICENSE & ELIGIBILITY
What type of driving licence do you hold? FULL UK | FULL EU | FULL NON EU

Date of Photo Expiry (No 4b on your UK card):

Driving Licence Number (No 5 on your UK licence card):
Do you hold a valid Driver Certificate of Professional Competence (Driver CPC) / Driver Qualification Card (DQC)? YES |NO
Do you hold a valid Digital Tachograph Card? YES | NO
Circle all the licence categories that you are valid to drive. These can be found on the back of your UK/EU or Non EU licence card:

AM

A1

A2

A

B1

B

C1

C

D1

D

BE

C1E

CE

Please supply us with any additional Driving Certifications or categories not listed above that you have (i.e. ADR, HIAB)
Do you have any endorsements or restrictions on your licence?
Have you at any time in the last ﬁve years been convicted of any offence?
Have you in the last 10 years had your license suspended?
At the time of signing this form is there any prosecution pending?
If you answered YES to any of the questions above, please give details:

Y
Y
Y
Y

E
E
E
E

S
S
S
S

|
|
|
|

N
N
N
N

O
O
O
O

Do you consent for us to complete a full DVLA check to verify your information? Y E S | N O

D1E

DE

fkpq

WORKING AT NIGHT - NIGHT DRIVING ONLY:
What is the phrase “Night Time” in terms of working hours?
Night Time is the period between midnight and 4am for drivers and other mobile workers on goods vehicles and 1am and 5am for those on passenger
services. Employers and workers cannot choose a different period.
If a mobile worker does any work during the night time period, they will be subjected to the night work limit. The night work limit can only be exceeded where this is
permitted in a relevant agreement.
What Is The working Time Limit For Night Work?
Unless you have a relevant agreement, workers are limited to 10 hours work. I.E. working time over the 24 hour period. As with other working time limits
under this legislation, breaks and period of availability are not included in the 10 hour limit.
Working Longer Than 10 Hours?
More than 10 hours work at night can only be performed, if there is a relevant agreement in place. The amount of working time that can be performed is still
restricted by the minimum rest requirements under European Drivers Hours rules.
Relevant Agreements
Sample Workforce Agreement for Mobile Workers:
This workforce agreement is between Kenect Recruitment “The Company” and (the employee as specified below) in accordance with the provisions of the Road
Transport (working Time) regulations 2005 (SI 2005/639 –“The Regulations”) which came in to force on 4th April 2005 and will apply to those mobile workers
subject to the provisions of the Regulations.
The agreement will apply to all drivers within the company (except those who are bound by existing collective agreements). It is agreed that the Company and the
Employees/Contractors/LTD Companies that they will adopt the flexibility permitted by the Regulations as set out below. This Agreement will remain in force for a
period of (not more than 5 years after them commencement date) when it will cease to have effect. A night worker’s normal hours of work may exceed the limit of
10 hours in each 24 hour period.

PRINT NAME:

SIGN:

DRIVER NEGLIGENCE INSURANCE:
Please ONLY complete the following questions if you have a C+E / C / C1 on your licence
Do you have any unspent endorsements other than for speeding and/or parking offences of up to 6 points?

YES | NO

Have you worked as a LGV driver with this category of licence for more than 180 days in the past 12 months?

YES | NO

Have you held your LGV licence for 2 years or more?

YES | NO

NEXT OF KIN DETAILS:
Full Name:

Residential Address:

Telephone number:
Mobile number:

Postcode:

ROAD & TACHOGRAPH TESTING:
Please complete the multiple choice questionnaire below to the best of your knowledge. Some of the questions may have more than one answer. Your
results can be obtained at the end of your application.

PLEASE ONLY COMPLETE QUESTIONS 2,4,6,8&10 IF YOU’RE APPLYING FOR VAN DRIVING WORK
Q1. Which are more important – EU drivers hours or working time rules?
It depends on the circumstances
EU rules always take precedence
Both sets of rules must always be followed
The working time rules are most important
Q2. A circled road sign which has a red border and a clear white centre indicates what?
A Mini roundabout is ahead
Compulsory bus stop
No parking
All vehicles are prohibited
Q3. How many times can you reduce your daily rest?
Up to three times between weekly rests Up to three times in a fixed week
Up to twice in every fixed week Up to twice between weekly rests
Q4. A blue circled road sign with a white arrow pointing upwards means?
Single file ahead
Allow oncoming traffic through
One way traffic
Give way
Q5. When must you start using your tachograph recording equipment?
When you reach a suitable stopping place
When you take over the vehicle
Once you are on a public road
When you start driving

Cont.…

ROAD & TACHOGRAPH TESTING:

Q6. A white circled road sign with a black diagonal stripe through it means?
No parking Road clear
No entry
National speed limit applies
Q7. After a driver has completed 4.5 hours of driving, what must they do?
Make a note on their tachograph record Take a period of rest
Take a break immediately
Stop driving and do other work
Q8. A circled road sign which has a red border and an 80 in the centre indicates what?
Weight limit
Maximum speed limit
This sign does not exist
Minimum speed limit
Q9. You start work at 6am and after half an hour work you drive for 2 hours, before loading your vehicle
which takes another half an hour. You then begin a long journey which will take at least 4 hours to complete. What is the latest time you must stop for a break and how much break must you have as a
minimum?
12 noon, at least 45 minutes break
11:30 am, at least 45 minutes break
12 noon, at least 30 minutes break
11:30 am, at least 30 minutes break
Q10. A triangular road sign which has a red border and a five posted gate in the centre indicates what?
Level crossing with gates
Gated road ahead
Fenced roadworks ahead
Cattle Market

Marked Score:

/10

/10

Consultant Signature:

GEOGRAPHY & AWARENESS TESTING:
Please complete the multiple choice questionnaire below to the best of your knowledge.
Your results can be obtained at the end of your application.

Q1. Which motorway connects London to the West of England and South Wales?
M1
M11
M4
Q2. Which of the following cities is furthest North?
Birmingham
Liverpool
Wolverhampton
Q3. Newcastle, Sunderland and Middlesborough are in which part of England?
North West
South East
North East
Q4. Which of these cities is not in the Midlands?
Coventry
Hull
Stoke
Q5. Which of the following is not a major port?
Liverpool
Chelmsford
Portsmouth
Q6. Which of the following places is not located in Scotland?
Inverness
Northumberland
Dundee
Q7. Salisbury Plain is in which County?
Devon
Wiltshire
Dorset
Marked Score:

/7

Consultant Signature:

SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK:

The purpose of this safe system of work is to provide information of the associated hazards and a means of avoiding injury to all personnel that work on behalf of
Kenect Recruitment.
Manual Handling
Manual handling includes lifting, carrying, pushing, pulling or the manually transporting of any load by one or more people. Hazardous manual handling can cause
serious injury or illness and should be avoided where possible. Manual handling injuries can be avoided by following good manual handling techniques and thinking the job through prior to carrying it out. Where possible always use a mechanical lifting aid i.e. pallet truck / trolley. Care should also be taken when using these
aids and each person should only push and pull a weight that they are comfortable with to suit their own individual capabilities.
Slips, Trips and Falls
Slips, trips and falls are one of the biggest causes of injury in the workplace. All staff should wear, at all times (regardless) suitable approved protective footwear
that provides adequate protection from slips as well being struck by an object. Workers should ensure that they are working in a clean and tidy area and that
trip and slip hazards have been removed. We advise workers should not work close to edge of the back of vehicles where possible to avoid the risk of falls from
height. If possible goods should be place into position at the rear of the vehicle from the other side of the load so that a physical barrier is between them and the
drop. In general if you see something on the floor pick it up / clean it up!
Fatigue
Workers should only drive in accordance with working times as laid down by current legislation. All workers have a legal obligation to inform their employer if
they are suffering from any illness / condition or taking medication that is likely to affect their ability to drive or work safely.
Struck by Moving Vehicles (Drivers Only)
Drivers are required to wear high visibility clothing at all times when leaving the cab on company and customer’s premises. Drivers should follow customer’s safe
systems of work, site safety rules and signage at all times. Where appropriate stick to designated pedestrian walkways, observe traffic routes, keep vigilant and
should not enter any unauthorised area.
Struck by Falling Objects
Staff should always follow customers site safety rules and wear appropriate PPE (footwear / high vis clothing / where necessary hard hats) Drivers should
always ensure that all loads are properly palletised and secured before setting off on the journey.
Tail Lifts
Regardless of the type of tail lift being used it is important that certain rules are followed. Always face the direction that the tail lift is being lowered, Check the
area behind the vehicle for sufficient clearance and that there are no pedestrians in the area, Ensure that hands and clothing cannot be trapped in any moving
parts, Where possible position the vehicle on level ground before using the tail lift, Keep clear of the closing gap of the tail lift before raising the lift using internal
controls - Trap Hazard, All tail lifts should only be operated with the Safe Working Load (SWL)The plate displaying the SWL should be attached to the tail lift by
law.
Nips & Traps
All clothing and body parts should be kept clear of all moving parts i.e. rear doors, moving loads and tail lifts etc. When closing the rear roller doors always use
the correct handles and straps to pull the roller door closed. Never put your fingers in the gaps of the slats to use them as leverage this includes using machinery
and factory operated equipment as there is a risk of serious injury / amputation.
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH)
Always follow the safety instructions of any hazardous substances used. Information is on product labelling, packaging on Material Safety Data Sheets are
available at all companies. Where necessary always use adequate PPE e.g. safety glasses and gloves.
Use of Mobile Phones
Drivers and other workers should only use mobile phones regardless of whether it is their own or the company’s if they are safe and legal to do so. No driver should
use a hand held mobile phone whilst driving regardless of the distance travelled.
Lone Working
Companies will ensure that an adequate chain of communication is maintained throughout workers shifts in order to minimize the risks associated with lone
working. Drivers& other working staff should always avoid the risk of confrontation with any individual that may compromise their safety. All staff should report all
incidents of violence to the HR office or Management and where necessary the police.
I confirm by my name printed below that I have read and understood the Safe System of Work. I understand as an employee/contractor of Kenect Recruitment
that I may face disciplinary action if I don’t adhere to the above SSOW. I also understand that as an agency worker I must follow the above SSOW.

Print Name:

Sign:

WTR - 48 HOUR OPT OUT AGREEMENT & WTD:
The working time regulations 1998 provide that you shall not work in excess of the ‘Working Week’, an average of 48 hours each week calculated over a 17-week
reference period. Please indicate whether or not you wish to ‘opt out’ of this WTR rule below.
1.

DEFINITIONS

1.1.

In this Agreement the following definitions apply:

“Agency Worker”
“Assignment”
“Client”
“Employment Business”

means you
means the period during which the Agency Worker is supplied to the Client;
means the person,firm or corporate body using the services of the Agency Worker;
means Kenect Recruitment (registered company no.08072550)

“Working Week”

means an average of 48 hours each week calculated over a 17-week reference period.

1.2.

References to the singular include the plural and references to the masculine include the feminine and vice versa. The headings contained
in this Agreement are for convenience only and do not affect their interpretation.

2.

RESTRICTION
The Working Time Regulations 1998 (as amended) provide that the Agency Worker shall not work on an
Assignment with the Client in excess of the Working Week unless s/he agrees in writing that this limit should not apply.

3.

CONSENT
The Agency Worker hereby agrees that the Working Week limit shall not apply to the Assignment.

4.

WITHDRAWAL OF CONSENT

4.1.
4.2.

The Agency Worker may end this Agreement by giving the Employment Business 3 months’ notice in writing.
For the avoidance of doubt, any notice bringing this Agreement to an end shall not be construed as termination by the Agency Worker of an
Assignment with a Client.

4.3.

Upontheexpiryofthenoticeperiodsetoutinclause4.1theWorkingWeeklimitshall apply with immediate effect.

5.

THE LAW
This Agreement is governed by the law of England & Wales and is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of England & Wales

Road Transport (Working Time) Directive Declaration
The Road Transport (Working Time) Regulations (2005) applies to mobile workers, including drivers and crews of heavy goods and public service vehicles subject to the EU Drivers’ Hour Rules - Regulation 3820/85 (as amended). These regulations limit weekly working time (excluding breaks and periods of availability)
and limit the amount of work that can be done at night. They also specify how much continuous work can be done before taking a break and introduce daily and
weekly rest limits for the crew and travelling staff.
The Regulations require mobile workers to notify their employer in writing of time worked for another employer for inclusion in the calculation of the mobile
worker’s working time.
Kenect Recruitment require all mobile workers to complete the following declaration to ensure all working hours are included in the working time calculation:
Please select one of the two options below:
□ OPTION A - I declare that I am not currently engaged in any work outside of my commitments with [AGENCY NAME] which would need to be included in the
calculations of my working time under the Road Transport (Working Time) Directive regulations. I undertake to inform the agency immediately should this situation change at any time.
□ OPTION B–I declare that I am currently engaged in work outside of my commitments with [AGENCYNAME] which would need to be included in the calculations
of my working time under the Road Transport (Working Time) Directive regulations. I undertake to inform the agency immediately should this situation change at
any time.
If Option B selected, please provide basic details of any other employer in the employment section of this application form.

Print Name:

Sign:

MEDICAL HISTORY INFORMATION

Would you say you are in good health?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Have you in the past or currently suffer from any of the following?
Eye complaints or any defects in vision

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Back injury, strain or slipped disk

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Diabetes

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Heart disease/Angina

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Fits or fainting attacks

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Chest problems

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

High or low blood pressure

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Rheumatism or Arthritis

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Have you in the past or do you currently have
Any other temporary disabilities or illness?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Have you had any hospital
investigations/admissions?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Do you take regular medication or are
you currently on treatment?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Are you registered disabled?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Are there any disabilities which may affect your application?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Are there any reasonable adjustments which you feel should be made
to the recruitment process to assist you in your application for the job?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Are there any reasonable adjustments which you feel should be
made to the job itself which would enable you to carry out the job?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

Are there any medical reasons, or are you currently taking any medication,
that will affect your ability to work nights?

YES | NO | PREFER NOT TO SAY

If you answered YES to any of the above questions please give details:

Print Name:

Sign:

LEGAL DECLARATIONS:
Please carefully read through the declarations below. By agreeing at the bottom of this page you will be accepting the terms and will be bound by them.
Driving Declaration
I under take to inform Kenect Recruitment of anything occurring in the future, which may result in prosecution, or the impairment of my driving efficiency... Kenect Recruitment strictly carries out
licence checks every 3 months. If during this period you have a conviction/points you must inform your local branch. Failure to do so may result in a clients’ insurance being null and void. I hereby
undertake to inform Kenect Recruitment of the number of hours I have worked etc. should I at any time work as a driver on my own behalf, or on behalf of any other persons, ﬁrm or company,at,
between or during any period(s) of driving that I might do as a result of an introduction by Kenect Recruitment. I acknowledge that it is my responsibility to ensure that a tachograph is issued
to me by the Client, completed correctly and returned to the Client unless alternative arrangements have been notiﬁed to me. I hereby acknowledge that, before taking over any vehicle, it is my
responsibility to carry out all responsibilities laid on the driver under the Motor Vehicles (Construction and Use) Regulations and Road Vehicles Lighting Requirements, The Transport Acts and any
other applicable regulations,and in addition shall be responsible for all daily and/or weekly checks to ensure the vehicle is road worthy at all times.
Understanding Your Responsibilities
I declare that all the foregoing statements are true and complete to the best of my knowledge. Should the situation change whilst I am either:
(a) engaged on a temporary assignment by Kenect Recruitment...
(b) in between assignments for Kenect Recruitment...
I will immediately notify the relevant Kenect Recruitment branch and, if appropriate, the Client company where I am working.
Health & Safety Declaration
Whilst working for Kenect Recruitment I will:
(a) not use any machinery unless experienced and able not to work on a dangerous machine (e.g. Compactor) unless 18+ years of age and supervised or experienced in the use of machinery. I understand
my responsibilities with regards to Health and Safety at Work and will adhere to all client rules and regulations when working for Kenect Recruitment.
I will ensure that at all times I will take every precaution to:
(a) avoid injury to myself and others
(b) prevent damage to any equipment/machinery.
I fully understand that in the event of an accident or injury caused whilst on assignment with Kenect, I am responsible to report the accident immediately.
Driver Negligence Excess Liability
I understand & agree that should I cause an accident due to my negligence, I will accept liability to all costs up to the value of £500.00 (per accident) to cover any insurance excess. I also understand
that should I cause an accident due to my negligence I will have a ‘deduction of earnings’ issued & any monies owed maybe taken as a contribution to/or to pay in full the maximum amount of excess
owed (as stated above). LTD company drivers accept liability for all damage costs under their own insurances unless agreed otherwise.
Confidentiality Declaration
I will NOT at any time divulge to any person, nor use for my own or any other person’s beneﬁt/gain, any confidential information in relation to the Client or the Company or in relation to any of their
employees, business affairs, transactions or ﬁnances which I may acquire during the currency of my agreement with the Company under the Terms. I understand that doing so may lead to legal action
being taken against me.
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 Declaration
I declare that I have no current criminal convictions other than those that are spent under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974. If I do, I have completed the relevant fields during this application
and explained in details what these convictions are.
Personal Declaration
I conﬁrm the information given on my application is correct and there is nothing further, about which I am aware, that should be taken into account when offering me work. I understand that, should
any information prove inaccurate, my assignment may be terminated. I hereby authorise Kenect Recruitment to seek references and I understand the information may be used to assist with my
application for work. I agree that information given on my application may be used for registration & payroll purposes (which my include information being given to our preferred payroll provider)
under the Data Protection Act. I also agree that should ‘stop and search’ be used on Client premises, I shall comply with instructions.
I conﬁrm the terms of these declarations and agree to be bound by them.

Print Name:
Signature:
Dated:

Witness Name:
Witness Signature:
Dated:

Kenect Recruitment
Privacy Notice

Your Personal Data and How We Use It

(a)

Processed fairly and lawfully.

(b)

Processed for limited purposes and in an 			

Personal data is any information which can be used to

appropriate way.

identify you as an individual. It may include details such

(c)

as your name, address, bank details, National Insurance

purpose.

number, biometrics and photographs/film (this list is not

(d)

Accurate.

exhaustive).

(e)

Not kept longer than necessary for the purpose.

Data must be processed by Kenect Recruitment in accord-

(f)

Processed in line with individuals’ rights.

ance with one of the grounds for processing which are laid

(g)

Secure.

down in data protection law.

(h)

Not transferred to people or organisations 		
situated in countries without adequate protection.

Sensitive Personal Data
Certain data is classified as ‘sensitive personal data’. This
will include data about;

Adequate, relevant and not excessive for the 		

Your Rights
You have the right to:
a)

Request access to any personal data we hold 		

about you.
Your racial or ethnic origin
Your political opinions
Your religious beliefs or other beliefs of a similar nature

b)

marketing purposes.
c)

Your membership or non-membership of a Trade Union
Your physical or mental health or condition
Your sex life
Any commission or alleged commission of any offence, or
Any proceedings for any offence committed or alleged to have been
committed by you,
the disposal of such proceedings or the sentence of any court in such
proceedings

We need you to provide your consent to us processing
your sensitive personal data. We will ask you to sign a
Data Protection Consent Form to confirm this.

The Data That You Have Given to Us

Prevent the processing of your data for direct-		
Ask to have inaccurate data held about you 		
amended.

d)

Prevent processing that is likely to cause 			

unwarranted substantial damage or distress to 		
you or anyone else.
e)

Object to any decision that significantly affects 		

you being taken solely by a computer or other 		
automated process.

Providing Information to Third Parties
In some cases, we are required by law to pass your data
on to a third party. This will apply to instances such as
setting up your workplace pension scheme.
If there are no grounds in law for us to pass your personal
data on to a third party, we must obtain your consent

We need to process your personal data to enable us

before passing on your details.

to operate our contract with our client which enables

This will be necessary to enable Kenect Recruitment to

you to work on temporary assignments. In processing

pass your information on to the intermediary company who

your personal data, we will comply with the eight data

will be able to advise you of the entity who will employ you

protection principles which require that your data must be;

during the course of you carrying out your assignment(s).

Kenect Recruitment
Our Services and Using a Contracting Intermediary Company
What is Kenect Recruitment?

Kenect Recruitment (“Kenect”) is an employment business. When a hirer has a temporary vacancy, they come to us to
ask us to find a worker to work on assignment for them.
The hirer does not have a contract with the worker.
The hirer will pay us for the services that are supplied to them and we will arrange to pay the temporary worker what is
due to them.

What is a contracting intermediary company?
End Hirer

A contracting intermediary company, commonly referred to as an “umbrella
company”, sits in the supply chain between Kenect and the worker. In some cases
there may be one umbrella company between Kenect and the temporary worker, in
some cases there may be more than one.

Kenect Recruitment

The lowest umbrella company in the supply chain will be your employer. The
company employs temporary workers who work on assignment and contracts to
provide their services to Kenect which, in turn, provides those services to the end
Umbrella Company

hirer.
The umbrella company will issue a contract of employment to the temporary
worker and also, enter into a contract with Kenect to provide the services to them.
When this arrangement is in place Kenect will pay the umbrella company for the

Temporary Worker

services that they have provided. The umbrella company will pay the temporary
worker the remuneration that is due to them.

Why does Kenect use these companies?
Kenect uses umbrella companies to reduce its administration and the obligation of employing workers direct.
The umbrella company takes responsibility for all of the employer obligations including the operation of payroll and
human resources services.
When we find an assignment for you to start we will talk to you about which umbrella company you want to use and will
arrange for them to call you to get your engagement with them set up ready for payment. This can usually be done over
the telephone.

What rights do I get working through the contracting company?
The umbrella company will engage you as an employee and so, you will qualify for full employment rights such as holiday pay, auto enrolment pension, sick pay, maternity pay etc

Can I use any umbrella company?
Provided that we can agree terms with your umbrella company you can potentially use any umbrella company of your
choice.
Kenect Recruitment has carried out due diligence on a number of different intermediaries and strongly recommend Flo
Outsourcing Solutions and Flo Back Office Solutions.

How do I know what I will be paid?

The hourly rate applicable to your assignment, inclusive of holiday pay, will be shown on our job advert.
•

Flo will pay you the advertised rate (subject to statutory deductions) less holiday pay which will be retained

until you take any annual leave
•

Flo will pay you the advertised rate (subject to statutory deductions) and will pay your holiday pay to you in

each pay period
The amount due to you will be paid across to your umbrella company for each hour that you work.
If you use an umbrella company other than Flo they may retain a proportion of the payment due to them as a margin.
This is normally a set fee and they will advise you of this when you register.
The balance will be payable to you, less any statutory deductions. Your umbrella company will be able to provide you
with a projection of how much you can expect to receive.
Any other deductions will be optional and you will be asked to agree to them before any are taken from your pay

What will happen when my assignment ends?

Usually, you will only be paid when you do work and provide a timesheet and so, there may be periods between
assignments when you will not be paid. Your contract of employment with your umbrella company will not end
automatically and so, if you find a new assignment they should be able to arrange to pay you for it via your existing
contract with them. This means that you do not need to go through a new registration each time you get a new
assignment. Here at Kenect we will always try to find you a suitable new assignment as quickly as possible.

Who do I go to if I have any questions?
If you have any queries do give our Flo customer service team a call. We will be happy to help.
Flo: 01827 438065

Kenect Recruitment
Passing Personal Data to Third Parties
We have detailed below any third parties who we will provide your personal data to.
We cannot pass this data to them without your consent.

Company

Reason We Pass Data to Them

e.g. Our client

They will be offering you various assignment(s)

e.g. Flo Outsourcing Solutions Ltd (“FOS”) & Flo Backoffice Solutions limited (“FBS”)

They will be able to introduce you to your employer who will engage you through your
assignments with us

Sensitive Personal Data
I understand that the Company may need to process my sensitive personal data in carrying out its duties, rights and
obligations as the Agency which sources my assignments. Sensitive personal data includes;

Your racial or ethnic origin
Your political opinions
Your religious beliefs or other beliefs of a similar nature
Your membership or non-membership of a Trade Union
Your physical or mental health or condition
Your sex life
Any commission or alleged commission of any offence, or
Any proceedings for any offence committed or alleged to have been committed by you,
the disposal of such proceedings or the sentence of any court in such proceedings

Please sign here to confirm that you give consent for us to process your sensitive personal data and to pass on your
personal data to the stated third parties (or delete any item that you do not consent to);
I confirm my consent to processing of my sensitive personal data and my personal data being passed to the companies
detailed in the table above;
Signed:
Date:

